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Ad hoc reporting tools comparison

You may have dabbled with something like MS reporting/Report Builder in the past. In fact, many of the tools you use in your daily working life are probably a kind of reporting function built in. As projects grow, you'll need something more cohesive and more stable to process the amount of input and level of detail you need. This article will help you quickly compare and evaluate the best report portals and
other BI reporting tools. I'll explain how automating reports can reduce your team's administrative load and free up time to explore and create. I've picked some stand-out business intelligence reporting applications and outlined them in the body of this article. Keep reading to easily compare the reporting tools of my favorite data. I will respond to some of the buj about business intelligence products and how
you can best use them to your advantage. In addition, I will tell you what you should look for ad hoc reporting tools and outline the evaluation criteria to use when checking any reporting app. Quickly compare and rate the top 10 reporting system appsBusiness reporting software that takes your scattered, arbitrary data and turns it into something you can read and interpret to make better decisions. Before you
can do this, you need to do some research and find reporting software that is going to work best for you. Data processing FAQs are a lot to know about reporting software. Before you can even begin to narrow the choice, you have to understand the basics. Consider this FAQ as a primer before we jump on the report writer software review. What is a reporting tool? A reporting tool or software reporting tool
is a system that takes data from different sources and extrapolates it to tables, charts, visual presentations, and other styles to help you parse information. For example, Tableau reporting tools use data fusion and digging to help users search for variants and/or models. What are the types of reporting tools? Many types of reporting tools are available, such as dashboard software, data visualization software,
scorecard tools, and ad hoc reporting writers. Dashboard software allows you to put the most important reports front and center; Data visualization software is about transc transerering data into something visually oriented that users can easily read; scorecarding tools are about performance data so you know who your top promoters are, and the authors of ad-hoc reports create different reporting styles for
the moment for companies with ever-changing needs. What are BI tools? BI tools pull data from different sources and visualize it so that users can find it useful. BI tools can collect, organize, and analyze data in meaningful reports that can be printed or distributed in a way that you can print or distribute in a way. What reporting tools? Reporting tools are useful because they collect data from different
sources (inventory, sales, conversion, web traffic, social media impressions, time spent, etc.) and to organize it visually so that users can read and interpret it. Reports can usually be saved in different formats, printed and distributed, visualized, and presented, so it's a great way to quickly transfer a large amount of useful information. Also, reviews allow you to ask big-scene questions and then collect the
data needed to make the best decisions. Not looking for report software at the moment? See other lists of other project management tools that might be useful to you:Reporting database matching criteriaWho we search when we add products to our BI tool list? Here is a summary of my evaluation criteria: User Interface (UI): Is it clean and attractive? Are the reports aesthetically and easy to interpret?
Usability: How easy is it to learn? Features and functionality. Robust reporting - Does the software offer automatic reporting tools that are flexible, easy to learn, scalable and visually appealing? Can I visualize data in different ways? Can you export, print, share, and project reports relatively easily. Customize dashboard – Can you create a digital marketing dashboard, finance, and budget dashboard, or
anything else you can think of with relative ease? Are dashboards dragged and dropped or otherwise intuitively built?c. Source options – Can the tool pull data easily from different sources? Is it limited to one or two options? Can it extract data from different types of sources, such as web page spreadsheet apps to accounting software?d. Deep data search functions – is it easy to search data using both
technical and non-tech technical language and specifications? Are there different ways to ask questions about your data depending on the user's ability or preferences? 4. Integration: Is it easy to connect with other instruments? Are there any pre-established integrations? 5. Value $: How much is the price for features, features and use? Are prices clear, transparent and flexible? Digital Project Manager is
supported by the reader. When you click through links to our website, we can earn a commission. To learn more. Overviews Of Top 10 Reporting Tool ListHere's brief description of each of the reporting apps that are featured in this top 10 list. 14-day free trial of $10/user/monthGenerate resource reports, time reports, and more. ProWorkflow was created in 2002 as a project management solution that
supported analysis and reporting needs. When you apply to this tool, you immediately see a user-friendly dashboard that shows a graphical summary of your current statistics for active, completed, and upcoming work. Standard reports provide detailed information about workload and performance, as well as projects, tasks, time, and financial data. Custom reports allow you to create your own report the
filters and data you need, and even share the report with your team. Visual reporting screens and downloads aren't much viewable. The data are stable and easy to read, but if you are for some added physical pizzaz, you may need to deploy some manual graphic design interventions. The main features that you can use are: resource reports about employees and time, workload allocation reports, time
summary reports, individual project reports, general project reports, task reports, and the ability to export reports to multiple formats. ProWorkflow integrates with tools like Xero, Quickbooks, KashFlow, FreshBooks, MYOB AccountRight, Box Storage, DropBox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, and hundreds more using Zapier.ProWorkflow costing from $10/user/month, which includes no more than 10
active projects. 14-day free trial. No $12/user/month credit cardSee project and task progress reports with Hive reporting features. Hive is a powerful tool for project management, reporting and flexible task coordination. By leveraging the information and machine learning they learn, hive analysis provides interactive dashboards to get information about team productivity and actively detect risks. Manage
group usage in specific projects or clients by accurately dividing current and future resources according to real-time data. Reporting tools also evaluate and track time spent on projects for accurate resource allocation, customer invoices, and future project planning. Record the time spent on specific projects or tasks by filling in timesheets directly in S.c. Access timesheet reports that make it easier to create
a team to view the big picture. It is worth noting that if you move to the Hive from another tool, you can import data from tools including Asana, Trello, Basecamp, Smartsheet and a few others. Hive integrates with Google Drive, Salesforce, Jira, Dropbox, Slack, Zoom, One Drive, Box, and over a thousand other tools using Zapier.Hive costs from $12/user/month. A 30-day free trial of
$9.99/user/monthVisualize data with colors, shapes, patterns and textures that make key points stand out easily. 14-day free trial No $70/user/monthName business insights with improved analytics, calculations, and statistics. Reporting tools play an important role in business activities, allowing analysis teams to generate constantly updated snapshots of business areas that can then be passed to other
parts of the team to perform monitoring, make adjustments, or simply create a general sixth sense of how things are going. But the line between reporting tools, analysis tools and business intelligence tools can get dark quickly, especially if some software packages allow users to do a bit of all three or when their marketing teams get a little loose in the categories! So before we lay out a list of our favorite
reporting tools, let's start by comparing reporting tools intelligence tools, their closest cousins. One last quick note: You might be wondering why we panoply care about reporting tools. Well, that's a good question, and we have a good answer for you: We provide data. With more than 80 local data Panoply can run any BI tool with ODB to connect to data from your CRM, database, ad platforms for any other
sources. Therefore, no matter which reporting tool you choose, you won't have a problem getting new data for in-depth reporting. Reporting tools vs. business intelligence tools Like we said above, the differences here can be a bit fuzzy, especially if you're talking about the tools yourself, some analysis tools allow you to do both! But it is useful to understand the difference between reporting and business
intelligence. We like to think of reporting as a way to create the kind of snapshots of the business described above. The Reporting tool will allow you to create an image with relevant data about a specific, narrow subset of your business. Do you want to see monthly sales by product category? You'll probably do this with a reporting tool. In turn, the business intelligence tool will allow you to integrate data
from different sides of your company or data that is completely outside your business, from larger time windows, to better understand what driving trends might be. In other words, reporting tools will show you what's happening at certain time points, where business intelligence tools will start helping you understand why. Now that our definitions are off the road, let's look at some of the best reporting tools
and how they can be used in a data stack. We've created a list of reporting tools at various price points and complexity levels, from free and open source reporting tools and enterprise-scale solutions that will allow you to create reports for 10,000 person operations. Take a look below: Top paid reporting tool Zoho Analytics Izenda Embedded Analytics Host Analytics BOARD Adaptive Insights ClicData
Sisense Chartio Whatagraph ReportPlus Holistics.io Vena Looker Tableau DBxtra Report Designer Prophix Software TapClicks Windward Studios AgencyAnalytics Klipfolio Cumul.io AnswerRocket SAP Crystal Reports Reports Metabase 1. Zoho Analytics Zoho offers Zoho Analytics (formerly Zoho Reports), a self-service business intelligence and reporting tool that focuses on usability and automation.
These two things are best combined in zoho analytics automated reporting: after you've collected and automatically checked due to errors, failures, and other problems, the package will give you the ability to automatically generate reports without having to build a user to create a single query. And with highly configurable report access settings, you'll be able to control exactly who sees which parts of the
report (one message, multiple views) and change the rules for flying. The system also comes complete with several tutorials, videos and other useful add-ons so new users shouldn't find it too hard to get up to speed with Zoho Analytics. It is a particularly good tool for a team with a democratised BI approach and technical sophistication. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Zoho Analytics prices: $25-$495/month
depending on the number of users and the amount of data 2. The Isend Embedded Analysis Platform for Isend embedded analysis is a web reporting tool designed to seamlessly integrate into an existing system. The software is designed to embed, and allows engineers to add data analysis/visualization and reporting tools to their products, but it can also be used as a separate reporting tool. Regardless of
its embedding nature, Isenda does not need the placement of a new or patented data warehouse and is instead designed to use its automated query-making engine to create reports from existing databases. Izenda's offers will probably appeal to you if you already have a lot of your data stack in place and want to add the reporting tool up. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Isenda Embedded Analytics prices:
Available on demand. 3. Host Analytics Host Analytics offers a range of products in the enterprise performance management space, including Reporting Cloud, which is designed to help financially flush business users to create automated reports. Reporting Cloud, like it sounds, is a cloud component of the host Analytics ecosystem, and it puts great emphasis on high presentation quality. The system also
has built-in support for reporting modes that require strict compliance monitoring, such as U.S. GAAP and U.S. eligible balance sheets and other financial data. Host should be on your list if you are looking for a company-wide reporting tool that is designed in the light of funding. Integrates with Panoply: No Host Analytics Pricing: Available on-demand 4th BOARD BOARD bills its self-service reporting tool as
a single decision-making platform as it combines both standard business intelligence tools and the ability to use advanced analysis approaches on a single platform: in addition to the now standard set panel and data visualization tool, BOARD also offers a wide range of forecasting, planning, and decision-making support tools to help expand your analysis. BOARD can be deployed locally or in the cloud, and
offers a variety of ways to import data. The interface is designed to be completely visual and easy to use, but the BOARD maintains a strong community of supportive users that can help new users get up to speed when they get stuck. BOARD has pitched in to small-to-midsize organizations that want to do a wide range of analytics tasks, but some may find it overpowered by relatively small and simple data
operations. Integrates with Panoply: Yes BOARD Price: Available on Request 5. Adaptive Insights Adaptive Insights builds a web-based SaaS suite designed to help you forecast, budget, and report on it. The interface is designed for familiar microsoft Excel users, and its drag-and-drop report builder can integrate in the Microsoft Microsoft allow new users to start working with the product without leaving the
Office ecosystem in comfort. Adaptive insights are highly valued, so if your team is already working well in MS Office, this simple tool might be for you. Integrages by Panoply: Yes Adaptive Insights price: Available on request 6. ClicData ClicData is a cloud-based business intelligence platform that acts as a union reporting tool and a data warehouse. ClicData allows users to collect all their data in a
warehouse of personal data, clean and process it using a proprietary ETL system, and generate reports and dashboards using its simple drag-and-drop interface. ClicData report sharing functionality offers a large amount of flexibility, allowing you to send reports by e-mail, attach as PDF files, publish to company intranets, or send to web and social networking sites. ClicData also offers mobile integration for
both iOs and Android devices, allowing users to view their reports almost anywhere. ClicData would be of interest to anyone looking for an all-in-one reporting and warehouse system with an easy interface. Integrates with Panoply: No ClicData price: $25-$439/month, depending on license type 7. Sisense Sisense is a relatively new offering in the towing and drop analytics space, which aims to be an end-to-
end reporting solution. Sisense uses an in-chip (unlike memory) architecture to speed up data tasks from ingestion and cleaning to visualization and panel design, making it easy to work with large data sets that could choke other data analysis platforms. Sisense offers both on-premises and in-cloud installation capabilities, and reviews indicate that the installation is quick and simple, although the application
may be a little heavy for some on-premises deployments. Sisense might be a great option for you if your organization deals with large, evolving data sets, but its web-only reporting can make delivering messages in other formats a little difficult. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Sisense Prices: Available on Demand, but some reviewers are quoted at a starting price of $21,000 for 5 users. 8. Chartio Chartio's
web business intelligence tool offers two different ways to interact with your data: a drag-and-drop web interface or a more code-heavy SQL editor. This gives it plenty of room for a team with a combination of comfort levels using writing code so that power users can go directly and write complex queries, but less technically team members can still explore your data, generate visualizations, and create
dashboards. Chartio comes with over 20 pre-built data connectors often sources like Google Data, Azure, Amazon Redshift and social media data sources. With its partners, Chartio offers over a hundred other possible integrations so you can jump in and work with a fairly wide range of wea lling of your data from now on If you don't already have a data warehouse, Chartio has with Panoply offer an
automatic cloud data stack that provides all the data integration and speed advantages of an automated cloud data warehouse without setup and tune yourself. If you want a fast web interface that allows you to create dashboards and visualizations using GUI and code options, Chartio can be your choice. Chartio is also known for its documentation and tutorials, so if you have people on your team who
might need a little extra learning to get up to speed, it could also be a differentiator for you. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Chartio price: starting at $400/month 9. Whatagraph Lead generation efforts will be hampered if you don't follow the right metrics. Whatagraph marketing campaign reports will strengthen your agency's reporting capabilities. You can manage and track marketing campaign reports for all
your customers and provide a comprehensive assessment of marketing activity about generating leads. Digital marketing drug dealers are keen to use a variety of marketing tools to help them achieve their leading generation goals. Whatagraph integrates with over 40 different digital tools to provide users with aggregated marketing data and visual reviews. Your customers will know exactly which channels
drive the right traffic and convert leads. Not to mention these wide integration opportunities makes it much easier to measure cross-channel performance. Integrates with Panoply: No Panoply price: varies depending on integration 10. ReportPlus infragistics makes ReportPlus, a data visualization-driven reporting tool that bills itself as a true self-service BI tool, probably because of its easy-to-use interface
and light IT footprint. Infragistics really had an emphasis on usability in their development process, working closely with UX designers on every aspect of the interface. ReportPlus is a standard local data connector and suite with 30+ data visualization and dashboard options that can be serviced on any device, including iOS and Android mobile devices. ReportPlus can be set up in a local or cloud
deployment. The main selling points here are low price, usability and easy setup, so consider ReportPlus if you're looking to start creating reports right away with a new tool. Integrates with Panoply: Yes ReportPlus price: $99 user/month 11. Holistics.io Singapore-based Holistics.io makes business intelligence and reporting tool that cuts against the grain in many ways. Instead of making their reporting tool
more user-friendly by hiding the underlying SQL code from users' sight, the company has decided to put SQL front and center in the interface design. The idea here is that Holistics is for data professionals who already know their way around SQL, data manipulation and data analysis, but want a proper visualization and reporting library to connect their SQL queries. Holistics is intended for with the existing
data data so this reporting tool will be well suited if you are looking for something that you can bolt to your existing data warehouse and have a relatively technical team to work on the controls. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Holistics.io price: $50-$500/month 12. Vena Vena is another cloud-based reporting tool that comes bundled with a data warehouse solution. This allows users to make standard fp &amp;
A set of tasks when creating messages from data stored in their personal databases. Once reports are designed, they can be dropped directly into the standard, familiar Microsoft Office suite for sharing and distribution. Here again the idea is to make the final product as accessible as possible to users who are already comfortable in the Excel-Powerpoint stream. Integrates with Panoply: No Vena price:
Available on request 13. Finder If other reporting tools put data visualization at the forefront of their offerings, Looker is more interested in allowing its users to explore their data in any way they want. This may mean writing a lot of SQL queries to some users, but those interested in creating dashboards and visualizations still find a lot to work with here as well. Overall, Looker is focused on a slightly more
tech-savvy audience than some of the other tools here, with built-in data modeling language (LookML) and git integration to expand and improve SQL-based analysis. As a reporting tool, Looker puts emphasis on creating real-time snapshots rather than static messages. Consider Looker if you have a big budget, a mix of skill levels in the data team, and want to perform complex analyses with large datases
and generate reports on-site from real-time data. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Looker price: $3,000 - $5,000 per month for 10 users. 14. Tableau If you've worked business information at any time at all, you're probably familiar with Tableau. It's one of the most popular data analysis and visualization tools, and its subcode interface makes it easy to generate a wide range of attractive visualizations and
interactive dashboards. Tableau also offers more than 150 built-in sets of functions for calculation and data analysis, as well as a wide range of pre-established data connectors. Tableau shines on reporting and share-based inserency, allowing users to share analyses easily in their organization while retaining control over who has access. Tableau is one of the most powerful mobile experiences in any of
the data analysis tools available in this list, so if your business intelligence team does a lot of work on the go, Tableau might be at your disposal. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Tableau price: $35-$70 per user per month. 15. Report Designer DBxtra makes a collection of ad hoc business information and reporting tools, including Report Designer. Report Builder was designed to have no programming or
database experience, with a useful step-by-step reporting interface that helps users throughout the process from For those who don't feel comfortable jumping right, DBxtra also ships with a wide set of tutorials, sample data sets and message templates for new users to help you familiarize yourself with the reporting tool. Messages created with Report Builder can be exported as HTML, CSV, Excel, PDF,
and XML, and can be easily embedded in personalized e-mail messages so that you can easily share them. Report Builder can connect to different types of databases by making screws easier on an existing data stack. You'll probably like the DBxtra offer if you're looking for something that will make it easy to onboard new users with a low/no-code interface and get them creating easy shareable messages.
Integrates with Panoply: Yes DBXtra price: $3,500-$7,900 perpetual license 16. Prophix Software Prophix is a financially oriented corporate performance management suite that includes powerful reporting tools. This is another tool that is designed to make Excel users as familiar as possible through a spreadsheet interface that adds support to multiple simultaneous users and built into modeling, analysis,
forecasting, and reporting modules. As a reporting tool, Prophix is designed for timely, accurate financial reporting with an eye to peace for the end user, you definitely want to be able to trust your automated reporting when it comes to highly regulated global financial reporting. But Prophix is not only to generate external facing reports, it is also good for making internal performance reports and ad hoc data
analysis. Choose Prophix if you need help doing regulated financial statements and your team loves Excel. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Prophix Price: Available on Request 17. TapReports TapClicks offers TapReports, a streamlined reporting tool from a crew that thinks about and works with marketing data for a lot of time. While TapClicks bills itself as a marketing operations company, TapReports is a
more data-agnostic tool for creating dashboards and automatic reporting. With a large data connector library, you won't have a problem dragging data from different sources using ImportWizard, which makes guides non-technical users through the data usage process. TapReports is also designed for easy setup and use through the Go Wizard, where your company's requirements can help new users run
within 30 seconds. The TapClicks platform is a good support for white label custom brands, so if you generate a lot of customer-focused reports, you will easily keep them true to your brand identity. Integrates with Panoply: Yes TapClicks price: Available on request 18. Windward Studios Windward Studios makes data document software that allows users to add dynamic data to visually appealing
documents. It's not to say that they don't provide the reporting tools they do, they just don't like to think of themselves as a company that just makes Tools. Windward's enterprise-wide reporting tool is actually built two separate instruments, Windward Engine and Windward Autotag. The program provides a set of libraries for direct integration into familiar tools such as the Microsoft Office suite, while Autotag
is an actual plug-in that users can install directly in Microsoft Word and Excel. Windward reporting tools also support viewing and editing reports on mobile platforms, so if you need an enterprise-wide reporting tool that provides visually appealing reports using familiar MS Office interfaces, see Windward Studios. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Windward Studios price: Starting at $219/month 19.
AgencyAnalytics AgencyAnalytics is a marketing campaign-oriented reporting tool that is designed to help marketers show their customers how their campaigns are unfolding. In this sense, it is narrower focused than some of the other reporting tools listed here, but its mandate as a customer-focused reporting tool makes it worth talking about. With a relatively small set of data integration (~30) based on
marketing data, the agency offers a relatively small set of data integrations compared to other reporting tools, but its convenient interfaces and reporting features make it easy to generate regular, white label campaign reports to send to your customers. Compared to similar tools, AgencyAnalytics is also quite cheap, so keep in mind this if you're marketing and need a cheap tool to send messages to your
customers. Integrating with Panoply: No Agency Analytics price: $49-$499/month 20. Klipfolio Klipfolio's ReportBuilder is a web reporting tool that focuses on quality visualization and layout. It works with more than 500 individual data sources, including your optional data warehouse, and can integrate real-time analytics into reports. The data visualization pack offers a wide range of standard visualizations,
but it also allows users to create custom visualizations in Klipfolio's simple drag-and-drop interface. Reports can be shared by email, PDF, or custom URL and easily automate using a customizable scheduler. Klipfolio is a good opportunity for groups with a great interest in the quality of the design and the desire to share easily between organizations. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Klipfolio price: $29-
$99/month 21. Cumul.io Cumul.io provides a web platform for embedded analysis. They specialize in integrating report cabins into existing SaaA platforms or web applications. If you want to accelerate the development of analytical functions, Cumul.io is a great choice thanks to their drag-and-drop panel editor and easy embedding script, which is a simple copy-paste thing. In addition to embedding,
Cumul.io's API provides stronger integration opportunities for SaaS companies. Securely embed dashboards into multi-tenant applications so that users can only view the data they can access. Activate the action on your based on the selection of your panel. They support database and data warehouse connections, and even allow you to push data from your API. Api. You have a SaaS platform, Cumul.io a
very suitable solution for you. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Cumul.io Embedded Analytics Price: starts at $275/month 22. AnswerRocket AnswerRocket is a natural language processing powered BI and reporting tool that allows users to enter queries for normal-sounding issues like what were last year's sales figures for our size 10 widgets?. Once you've typed your question, AnswerRocket will
automatically find the best data source based on data you've already set up using a set of different data connectors. If it doesn't understand what data you're looking for, it will recommend some possible data sources from your available data. As a company tool, AnswerRocket would hit large companies that want to make it available to everyone who can record the issue and follow some basic prompts.
Integrating with Panoply: Yes AnswerRocket Price: Available on Demand 23rd SAP Crystal Reports Data Services giant SAP makes Crystal Reports, a Windows-based, on-premises reporting tool built for small and medium-sized businesses. Crystal Reports is not the most accessible reporting tool on this list because it uses proprietary language to create its own reports, but teams that have the patience
and technical know-how to get the hang of it will be able to create visually appealing messages that can be embedded in all kinds of applications presentation. Another bonus is that Crystal Reports has support in more than 20 languages, so if you have an international presence that will require reporting in non-English languages, it could be a differentiator for you. If you are looking for a relatively
inexpensive reporting tool and don't need to be business user friendly, check out Crystal Reports. Integrating with Panoply: Yes SAP Crystal Reports price: $495 for 24. Pentaho Reporting Hitachi Vantara's Pentaho Reporting is a suite of open source reporting tools designed to create lightweight embedding reports on existing applications. Pentaho's report set, which is available to both business users and
IT professionals, includes the Pentajo Report Development Wizard, which can walk with fewer technical users, creating reports that can be delivered as PDF, Excel, HTML, Text, Rich-Text-File, XML, and CSV. You can share your resulting messages as files in a predefined distribution list or view them using the Pentaho Web Web Web Viewer. Pentaho should be on your list if you are looking for a free and
open source reporting tool or if you are particularly interested in integrating your messages into existing applications. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Pentaho Reporting Price: Free and Open Source 25. Mode Analytics mode Analytics offers a set of web business intelligence and reports that focuses more on data scientists than on business-minded analysts, but it's highly focused on collaboration and sharing.
It is designed to make it especially easy to connect your data sources to the built-in SQL Editor and platform, so if you want to work in an R or Python notebook, Mode will be especially appealing to you and your team. Notebooks you create can be shared super easily— you don't have to worry about replicating a development environment if you can share data, analysis, and the resulting dashboard using
mode. With regard to data visualization, mode makes it easy to automatically update dashboards whose styles and themes can be customized using different built-in chart types. Be sure to consider this tool if you team data scientists who like to get a knee deep in the code but want to be able to share panels and messages and collaborate more easily. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Mode Analytics prices:
available on request. 26. Metabase Metabase is a free, open source business intelligence tool designed to address the dark matter of business intelligence, which means vital but less complex issues that make up most of the daily data analysis operations. It's easy to install, has a graphical interface, and makes it easy to create visually appealing charts for your data with a few clicks. Advanced SQL users
may find it tough to learn the SQL-but-not-quite-style data interface, but it's not designed for them. Metabase's focus on the more quotidian aspects of business data makes it ideal for a team that wants to keep their costs low while creating easy, attractive reports. Integrates with Panoply: Yes Metabase Prices: Free and Open Source How to Decide What Reporting Tool to Use We Know These Listings Can
Get Quite A Long, We're Going to Comprehensive, But It May Also Mean That, Even After reading Them, you could still be overwhelmed with an array of choices. We've cooked the decision-making process down even more here to help make your decision as soon as possible. If you're primarily working with financial data: Try Host Analytics or Prophix If you want to submit reports but also want analytics
curious: Try Chartio, Looker, Mode and Tableau If you want something for free: Try Metabase or Pentaho If you're looking for a company-wide solution: Try SAP, Host Analytics, AnswerRocket or Windward Studios Studios
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